March 8-12, 2020

Symposium Schedule At A Glance
Sunday, March 8
7:30 p.m..………….…Concert: Milwaukee Musaik Conductor: Alexander “Sasha” Mandl
The virtuosic musicians of Milwaukee Musaik fill a musical niche in a spirit of collegiality, creativity and collaboration. Distinguished for its unusual programming and stellar musician roster,
Milwaukee Musaik juxtaposes timeless classics with the new and unfamiliar.

Monday, March 9
8:30 a.m..………….. Registration and Coffee
9:00 a.m.……….….. Tour of Saint John’s On The Lake
10:00 a.m..……….… Welcome and Presentation of: Faces of Age
10:30 a.m...………… Opening Session #1 — Lecture: Ageism Today: Fear AGEISM, not AGING
Margaret Morganroth Gullette, Ph.D.
12:00 p.m..…….…... Lunch – Join us for lunch and table discussions about today’s topic.
1:00 p.m...………….. Session #2 — Lecture: The Secret to Staying Alive: Independence and Inequality in American
Home Care, Elana D. Buch, Ph.D.
2:30 p.m..…………... Break
3:00 p.m..…….…..… Session #3 — Lecture: Re-Imagining Aging the Hard and Beautiful Way: Lessons from Dementia
Mark P. Freeman, Ph.D.
4:30 p.m.....………… Speakeasy – Creativity and Conversations: An opportunity for casual, creative and engaging
conversation with presenters and attendees with light snacks and beverages.
5:00 p.m…...………..Still Life: The Humanity of Anatomy (Documentary Film) in the LifeStreams Classroom
7:00 p.m.…….…..… Cabaret Concert in the Cultural Arts Center— Jazz Cabaret Concert with John Harmon and
Janet Planet Join us for jazz, refreshments and ongoing conversations and connections.

Tuesday, March 10
8:30 a.m...………..... Morning Spiritual Practices — Choose One (See pages 11 & 32 for details)
— Pathways to Stillness: Tai Chi – Gary Irwin-Kenyon, Ph.D. (in Taylor’s)
— Storying Our Lives – Karen Skerrett, Ph.D. (in the Parlor)
— Journaling as Artform – Nancy Hills, M.A. (in the LifeStreams Classroom)
If possible, please choose one for the week and sign-up at the Registration Table.

10:00 a.m..……...…. Session #4 — Lecture: Aging Black: Growing Old in a Post-Soul World
Otis Moss III, M.Div, D.Min.
12:00 p.m..……..….. Lunch – Join us for lunch and table discussions about today’s topic.
1:00 p.m..…………... Session #5 — Lecture: The New Reality of Aging Diversity
Ronald J. Angel, Ph.D. and Jaqueline L. Angel, Ph.D.
2:30 p.m...……..…… Break
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3:00 p.m..….…....... Session #6 — Panel Discussion: Old, Out and Proud–The Legacy of LGBTQ Aging with Moderator:
Serena Worthington, M.A., and Panelists: Jacqueline Boyd, B.A., B.S., C.G.C.M., Loree CookDaniels, M.A., M.S., Britta Larson, M.A., Paul Masterson, M.A. and Tony Snell Rodriguez
4:30 p.m..……….…..Speakeasy – Creativity and Conversations: An opportunity for casual, creative and engaging
conversation with presenters and attendees with light snacks and beverages.
5:00 p.m….…….…… Almost Home (Documentary Film) in the LifeStreams Classroom
7:00 p.m......………..Theater Event & Reception— The Waverly Gallery Directed by Marti Gobel

Wednesday, March 11
8:30 a.m...….……....Morning Spiritual Practices — Choose One (See pages 11 & 32 for details)
10:00 a.m..….…..... Session #7 — Lecture: Old Man Country: My Search for Meaning Among the Elders
Thomas Cole, Ph.D.
12:00 p.m...….…..…Lunch – Join us for lunch and table discussions about today’s topic.
1:00 p.m..….………..Session #8 — Lecture: Called to Care: How Modern Families Live the Honor Commandment
Amy Ziettlow, M.Div.
2:30 p.m.....…………Break
3:00 p.m....………….Session #9 —Lecture: Riding the Dragon: Preventing Secondary Stress and Strengthening
Your Inner Life in Challenging Times Robert J. Wicks, Psy.D.
4:30 p.m....………….Speakeasy – Creativity and Conversations: An opportunity for casual, creative and engaging
conversation with presenters and attendees with light snacks and beverages.
5:00 p.m..………..… Time Slips: Here and Now — in the Parlor
7:00 p.m.......……... Film Screening and Reception: GenSilent

Thursday, March 12
8:30 a.m...….……....Morning Spiritual Practices — Choose One (See pages 11 & 32 for details)
10:00 a.m..……….…Session #10 — Lecture & Premier Screening: All the Lonely People
First-look screening with discussion by director Stu Maddux and producer Joe Applebaum
12:00 p.m….…….….Lunch – Join us for lunch and table discussions about today’s topic.
1:00 p.m..……………Session #11 — Lecture: Redemption and Acceptance: Two Stories that Promote Clear-Eyed
(and Healthy) Aging in America Today Dan McAdams, Ph.D.
2:30 p.m.....……….. Break
3:00 p.m..………….. Session #12 — Lecture: The Art of Community

Charles H. Vogl, M.Div.

4:30 p.m..………….. Speakeasy – Creativity and Conversations: An opportunity for casual, creative and engaging
conversation with presenters and attendees with light snacks and beverages.
5:00 p.m..….……..…Penelope (Documentary Film) in the LifeStreams Classroom
7:00 p.m...…………. Concert and Reception The Greater Galilee Baptist Church Choir
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Sunday, March 8
SAINT JOHN’S 2020 SYMPOSIUM ON AGING
As a bold initiative in 2017, Saint John’s launched
the First Symposium On Aging with a purpose to
advance transformational thinking about aging
and ageism. Now in our fourth year, the network
of experts who are invited as presenters, continue to disrupt ageism. This year’s Symposium will offer a
clear-eyed vision for confident aging in changing times. Our featured lecturers will share new knowledge
on important findings in the field of aging. Saint John’s is confident that attendees will encounter a full
experience to Facing Age with Honesty, Compassion and Courage. We give deep thanks to our Symposium Committee for their year-long work to provide a platform to share ideas, lessons-learned and
research outcomes to confront paradigm shifts in health care, wellness, spirituality and social justice.
SAINT JOHN’S: 150 YEARS + AND THRIVING
From humble beginnings in 1868, Saint John’s has grown to be an industry leader
of older adult residences and vibrant programs to age well. Saint John’s offers
full-service retirement living to 450 residents in a continuum of care: high-rise
apartments, assisted living suites and care neighborhoods. Saint John’s mission is
to enrich the lives of older adults through gracious retirement living, spiritual
growth, cultural and educational opportunities, and residential healthcare services.
SAINT JOHN’S FOUNDATION
Saint John’s Communities Foundation was incorporated in 1982 by visionary volunteers to create a
framework of charitable giving opportunities. From that historic investment, our Foundation’s Board
of Directors continues the purposeful work to grow the endowment, steward the funds and advance
Saint John’s position as a leader in retirement services and aging well. Over these 38 years, the assets
have grown from that initial modest opening balance to more than $8 million.
SAINT JOHN’S INSTITUTE ON AGING
Saint John’s Institute On Aging was launched in 2018 with a financial gift from Saint John’s Foundation.
The Institute’s purpose is “To create lasting solutions to the negative consequences of poverty,
discrimination and chronic health conditions among older adults in the wider Milwaukee community.”
The Institute is a major sponsor of the Symposium as an investment in its purposeful work to leverage
Saint John's role as a supportive civic leader to enhance the lives of older adults with the best knowledge
and practices in the field of aging.

Watch for information about future Symposiums On Aging via e-mail, Facebook posts and the
Symposium Portal.

Access the 2020 Symposium Portal for More Information/Resources.
Step #1 Scan this QR Code with your phone’s camera
OR Go to www.saintjohnsmilw.org/login/
Step #2 Enter User Name: Symposium2020 Password: explore!
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Sunday, March 8

7:30 p.m. Concert in the Chapel & Welcome Reception
The virtuosic musicians of Milwaukee Musaik fill a musical niche in a spirit
of collegiality, creativity and collaboration. Distinguished for its unusual
programming and stellar musician roster, Milwaukee Musaik juxtaposes
timeless classics with the new and unfamiliar.
Alexander “Sasha” Mandl, Conductor

Thank You…
Board of Directors,
Saint John’s Communities, Inc.
Stuart Parsons, Chair
Polly Walker Beal, Vice Chair
Deborah Conta, Secretary
John A. Mellowes, Treasurer
Kathy Armbruster
Diane Beckley
Lee Coppernoll
John R. Dawson
The Rev. Seth Dietrich
Sanford Fedderly, Resident
Kathy J. Housiaux
The Rt. Rev. Steven A. Miller,
Bishop of the Episcopal Diocese
of Milwaukee
Judy T. Moon
Stephanie Sue Stein
Bob Taylor, Resident

Symposium On Aging Committee
Corporate Officers
Renée Anderson, President & CEO
Sybil Bell, Director of Philanthropy
Donna Spars, Vice President of Lifestyle Erin Burke, LifeStreams Director
Cathy Carr, Donor Relations Manager
Board of Directors,
Brandon Herr, LifeStreams Manager
Saint John’s Communities Foundation
Luci Klebar, Director of Sales & Marketing
Renée Anderson, President
M. Kent Mayfield, Resident
Lori McGinnis, Multi-Media Designer
Patsy Aster, Resident
Mary Przybylski, Retired Employee
Polly Beal, Corporate Board Designee
Jana Troutman-Miller, Chaplain
Sybil Bell, Secretary
Suzy Brennan
Dan Lemminger, Treasurer
Lloyd Lewis, Resident
Dick Miller, Resident
The entire Saint John’s Staff, especially:
The Dining & Catering Department
The Facilities Management Department
The Housekeeping Department
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Monday, March 9
8:30 a.m. …..Registration and Coffee
9:00 a.m. …. Tour of Saint John’s On The Lake (Begins in the Parlor)
Known for exceptional retirement living, Saint John’s is now re-imagining long term care for
the 21st Century. Tour the existing towers. Explore the building project underway.

10:00 a.m. …Welcome — in the Cultural Arts Center
Renée Anderson
President and CEO
Saint John’s On The Lake, Milwaukee, Wisconsin
Ms. Anderson joined Saint John’s in 1996 as Director of Finance,
was named Vice President in 2001 and was promoted to President
and CEO in 2011. She is also President of Saint John’s Communities
Foundation. Ms. Anderson serves on the boards of Wisconsin Health
and Educational Facilities Authority, Parasol Alliance and Industries for the Blind, and is a
member of the Novare Consortium. She previously served on the Board of LeadingAge
Wisconsin and is currently active in Leading Age on the national level. She earned a Bachelor’s of Business Administration with a major in accounting from the University of Wisconsin
–Whitewater. Ms. Anderson is a CPA, holds a Certificate of Achievement from the
Department of Professional Development and Allied Studies, Programs on Aging and
Long Term Care Nursing Administration from the University of Wisconsin–Madison.
She was previously certified as a Nursing Assistant.

Art Exhibit on display in the Cultural Arts Center
The Faces of Age
For over 35 years, Chip Duncan, Milwaukee-based, world-renowned filmmaker and photographer, has
been documenting life of everyday people around the world. His photos capture the beauty, joy and
wisdom that bring people of any age together and inspire hope for all.
We are honored to display his visual celebration of hope, resilience and dignity during “Eyes Wide Open:
Facing Age with Honesty, Compassion and Courage.”
ABOUT THE PHOTOGRAPHER: A lifelong Midwesterner and native of western Iowa, Chip Duncan has produced
more than fifty non-fiction films for international broadcast and distribution. His work as a photographer and
filmmaker has taken him to ice fields, war zones, slums, shipyards, museums, palaces, vineyards, beaches, deserts,
rainforests, savannahs and farmlands. Duncan counts Peru, Ethiopia, northern Afghanistan and Kenya among his
favorite places. Duncan’s books include the short story collection Half A Reason To Die, photographic collections
Inspiring Change and Enough To Go Around, a biography on C.S. Lewis called The Magic Never Ends and, later this
year, a book of poetry called Ewaso Village that features the Maasai culture in East Africa. Duncan also speaks
publicly on the impact of climate change as part of The Three Tenors of Climate Change. For more information,
visit wwwDuncanEntertainment.com.
6
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Monday, March 9
10:30 a.m. …Session #1 — in the Cultural Arts Center
Introduction: Anne Basting, Professor, Theatre, Professor, Arts &
Social Entrepreneurship, University of Wisconsin–Milwaukee
Ageism Today: Fear AGEISM, not AGING
Margaret Morganroth Gullette, Ph.D.
Resident Scholar, Women’s Studies Research Center
Brandeis University
Author: Ending Ageism, or How Not to Shoot Old People
Winner of the MLA Prize for Independent Scholars and the APA's
Florence L. Denmark Award for Contributions to Women and Aging
(1.5 CEH)
In Ending Ageism, or How Not to Shoot Old People, award-winning writer and cultural critic
Margaret Morganroth Gullette confronts the ways people aging past midlife are portrayed in
the media by adult offspring; the esthetics and politics of representation in photography, film,
and theater; and the incitement to commit suicide for those with early signs of “dementia.”
In this original and important lecture, Dr. Gullette will be telling stories she has heard since
the book’s publication, and asking audience members how they would respond in some of
those situations. Many people have a limiting idea of "ageism." If they believe it exists, they
may think it is trivial. They may not recognize how they have internalized it and sided with the
perpetrators. Gullette shows that some forms are now becoming government policy and asks
two main questions: If you have not experienced it, why is that? Can ageism be successfully
fought? Dr. Gullette argues that overcoming ageism is an imperative social movement of our
time.
At the close of this session, the participant will be able to:






Understand the history of “ageism” as a concept and its impact on public policy.
Review evidence of age-related prejudice in society and its effects.
Understand ageism as a cultural construct rather than a natural physical and social
process.
Acknowledge resistance to ageism as a social obligation.
Outline strategies for addressing the public and personal grievances of older people
in our society.
7
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Monday, March 9
12:00 p.m. …..Lunch in the Museum Gallery
Please join us for lunch and table discussions about today’s topic.

1:00 p.m. …...Session #2 — in the Cultural Arts Center
Introduction: Tom Hlavacek, Executive Director, Alzheimer’s Association of
Southeastern Wisconsin (Retired)
The Secret to Staying Alive:
Independence and Inequality in American Home Care
Elana D. Buch, Ph.D.
Associate Professor, Anthropology, University of Iowa
Author: Successful Aging: A 21st Century Obsession
(1.5 CEH)

In this talk, Elana Buch argues that in a nation obsessed with independence, inequality is the
secret to (some of us) staying alive. She will share the stories of older adults and workers in
Chicago’s home care industry whom she met through two years of in-depth anthropological
research. Home care is one of the fastest growing occupations in the United States; it is also
one of the most poorly paid. The gender, racial and economic inequalities that structure the
home care industry are justified by longstanding preoccupations with independence. Buch
will show how these inequalities ultimately render home care relationships – and the entire
industry – precarious, and offer ideas for building a sustainable care economy built on
equitable interdependence.

At the close of this session, the participant will be able to:





Understand the central role of home care in elder care and in the U.S. economy.
Understand links between historical and current national caregiving policy, gender/
racial inequality in elder care and challenges to home care quality and stability.
Develop deeper awareness of the social, emotional and physical skills required in
home care.
Critically analyze the cultural value of independence and its role in shaping home
care practices/policies.
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Monday, March 9
2:30 p.m. …...Break
3:00 p.m. …...Session #3 — in the Cultural Arts Center
Introduction: Gary M. Irwin-Kenyon, founding Chair of Gerontology,
St. Thomas University in Fredericton New Brunswick, Canada.
Re-Imagining Aging the Hard and Beautiful Way:
Lessons from Dementia
Mark P. Freeman, Ph.D.
Professor, Psychology, Distinguished Professor of Ethics and Society
College of the Holy Cross
Author: Hindsight: The Promise and Peril of Looking Backward
and Rewriting the Self: History, Memory, Narrative
Winner of the Alpha Sigma Nu National Book Award
(1.5 CEH)
In this presentation, Dr. Mark Freeman will draw upon his relationship with his mother
during the dozen years of her dementia as a vehicle for re-imagining the process of aging.
Those years were difficult in many ways, for her and for him. At the same time, they were
also marked by an intimacy, an intensity, and, at times, a beauty that was unprecedented
in their lives. By sharing some important aspects of their time together, along with some of
the scholarly work that inspired him throughout these difficult, beautiful years, Dr. Freeman
hopes to shed new light on both the challenges and opportunities inherent in accompanying
loved ones on the journey of growing old.
This work, while certainly personal in nature, will also make significant contact with scholarly
work from philosophy, theology, psychology and beyond. It's particularly inspired by
thinkers like Martin Buber and Emmanuel Levinas. Simone Weil and Iris Murdoch also
loom large in Dr. Freeman’s thinking about these issues.
At the close of this session, the participant will be able to:




Understand the experience of dementia, for both the person with dementia and
the persons caring for them.
Appreciate the challenges and opportunities for caregiving that may emerge
during the course of time.
Develop a deepened and enlarged way of viewing dementia and, in turn, the
process of aging.
9
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Monday, March 9
4:30 p.m..…Speakeasy – Creativity and Conversations in the Museum Gallery
An opportunity for casual, creative and engaging conversation with presenters and
attendees with light snacks and beverages.

5:00 p.m..…Still Life: The Humanity of Anatomy — in the LifeStreams Classroom (See p. 34)
7:00 p.m..…Cabaret Concert — in the Cultural Arts Center

Jazz Cabaret Concert with John Harmon and Janet Planet
Join us for jazz, refreshments and ongoing conversations and connections.
This evening can be thought of as a celebration of the long-time friendship of
vocalist Janet Planet and pianist John Harmon. They have performed together
on an occasional basis over the past 40 years.
Ms. Planet was originally a folk singer but changed direction after hearing the
classic Nancy Wilson/Cannonball Adderley studio album. She has a very inviting
voice and can sing bebop quite well while not forgetting her roots in folk music.
John Harmon, who is now 83, studied with Oscar Peterson at the Lenox School
of Jazz in the late 1950s, was an influential educator at Lawrence University
and led the successful fusion group Matrix during 1974-81. He has freelanced
as a pianist and composer ever since.
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Tuesday, March 10
8:30 a.m..…...Morning Spiritual Practices — Choose One
Pathways to Stillness: Tai Chi – Gary Irwin-Kenyon, Ph.D. (in Taylor’s)
These morning sessions will be based on Irwin-Kenyon’s book Pathways to Stillness. Participants will be
invited to engage in two activities. The first will consist of a series of “Relax into Stillness” movements
based on Tai Chi. No previous experience is necessary to perform these movements and they can be
done from both a seated and standing position. In the second activity, participants will be invited to
“Explore Your Pathway,” which consists of a gentle guided reflection on life themes. The sessions will
be of benefit to older adults, and also to professionals working with older adults who may, of course,
be older persons themselves.

Storying Our Lives – Karen Skerrett, Ph.D. (in the Parlor)
We age and change in terms of the stories we craft of our lives: past, present and future. They are who
we are, and the autobiographical side of us is just as critical to consider as the biological. Exploring all
the dimensions of our stories helps us to understand what is meaningful to us, and can drive our
behavior in powerful ways. Because stories are dynamic, our lives can always be re-storied toward
healing narratives of growth and renewal. The therapeutic power of storying our lives is particularly
powerful for older adults, whose early recollections take on a Technicolor-restored quality. Life review
exercises (e.g., crafting stories) are found to generate insight, spur reconciliations, link disparate past
eras and boost mood. Working on our life narratives in a mindful way is beneficial to healthy development in the second half of life.
This workshop will provide an opportunity to engage in various experiences of story writing in challenging, fun and creative ways.
It will draw on your natural human capacity for storytelling and will demonstrate how writing and sharing inspiring stories can be a
healing art for yourself and your relationships. Participants will be introduced to the process of Guided Autobiography, responding
to reflecting questions/prompts designed to stimulate memories and thoughts about your life. You will be able to write one or
more personal stories at each session. Or you may choose to work with a “stuck” or outdated story, learning to revise it in resilient,
positive directions. The same format will be repeated all three days, allowing participants to attend one or more sessions, writing
additional stories or reworking others.

Journaling as Artform – Nancy Hills, M.A. (in the LifeStreams Classroom)
Nancy is an Episcopal deacon, graphic designer and artist who has been doodling, drawing, coloring
and lettering her way through journals for over 20 years. She is newly retired from her graphic design
position with the City of Milwaukee, and is a deacon at Christ Church in Whitefish Bay. She and her
husband Julian live on the westernmost edge of Milwaukee’s East Side with their two cats, Sophia
and Samantha, and only slightly fewer books than the local library.
Art journals are as unique as fingerprints, and no journal is the same as the one that came before it.
For many people, the written word is enough, but Nancy’s heart finds its place on the page and
its most powerful expression through combining writing and illustration. Her journals have become a treasured and intensely
personal visual record of major life events, as well as being a handy place to record class notes, recipes, favorite quotations,
prayers and random thoughts. After a brief tour of Nancy’s own art journals, participants will dive right into the creative process,
learning about materials and page design, and what to do to get past the fear of making mistakes when faced with a new journal
or fresh page. There will be handouts, and participants are encouraged to bring their favorite writing or drawing tools and their
own journal to work in, but only if they already have one.
11
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Tuesday, March 10
10:00 a.m.....Session #4 — in the Cultural Arts Center
Introduction: The Rev. Dr. Louis E. Sibley III, Senior Minister, Mount Zion Baptist
Church, Milwaukee

Aging Black: Growing Old in a Post-Soul World
Otis Moss III, M.Div., D.Min.
Senior Pastor, Trinity United Church of Christ, Chicago, Illinois
Lyman Beecher Lecturer (Yale University)
Author: Blue Note Preaching in a Post-Soul World: Finding Hope
in an Age of Despair
(2.0 CEH)
In the 400 years of their life in the United States, aging, dying and
death itself has been a fundamentally different experience for African Americans than for
whites or members of other ethnic groups in the country. That experience, marked by
discrimination, poverty, inadequate health care and violence has mapped a different
perspective about suffering, care and mourning. Many harbor deep distrust of the
traditional healthcare system stemming from egregious past ethical violations. Too,
African Americans, who according to research studies are the most religious racial group
in the US, have significant religious concerns about the advance care strategies preferred
by white-normative health care. However, the role of the traditional church has changed
dramatically over the past generation, once pervasive spiritual beliefs have eroded, leaving
older black people particularly vulnerable, challenged to find hope in the midst of pervasive
despair.
At the close of this session, the participant will be able to:
 Understand the historic context of religious tradition in the African American
community.
 Assess the gap in national discourse and educational efforts to serve older black
persons nationwide.
 Address the ability and relative unwillingness of providers to provide care that
respects deeply-held cultural, religious and other personal values.
 Appreciate the sources of hope among African Americans in a rapidly changing

12:00 p.m.…..Lunch in the Museum Gallery
Please join us for lunch and table discussions about today’s topic.
12
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Tuesday, March 10
1:00 p.m.…...Session #5 — in the Cultural Arts Center
Introduction: Laura Gutierrez, Executive Director, United Community Center,
Milwaukee

The New Reality of Aging Diversity

(1.5 CEH)

Ronald J. Angel, Ph.D.
Professor, Department of Sociology, University of Texas at Austin
Author: Family, Intergenerational Solidarity, and Post-Traditional
Society Latinos in an Aging World: Social, Psychological and
Economic Perspectives

Jaqueline L. Angel, Ph.D.
Professor of Public Affairs and Sociology and a Faculty Affiliate,
Population Research Center and LBJ School Center for Health
and Social Policy at the University of Texas at Austin
Western European fertility rates have reached historic lows.
In Italy and Spain, where up until a generation ago families had
many children, women have 1.3 children on average, far below
the 2.1 that is necessary for a stable population. In the absence of
immigration, these countries would shrink in size. South American
populations are aging at an astonishing rate as well and will continue to do so well into the twenty-first century. This new demographic and social reality
of rapid growth in the proportion of populations in the oldest age ranges requires novel
approaches to the care of older adults. Increasingly, immigrants are becoming essential to
the economic productivity of high-income nations, and they will become even more essential
in providing care to aging low-fertility Western populations.
This presentation and discussion focus on the cultural, economic, and political causes and
consequences of immigration for the economies of high-income nations, and especially its
impact on the economic and social security of older citizens.
At the close of this session, the participant will be able to:


Examine causes and consequences of international migration in the modern
world, with a particular focus on Europe and the United States.



Assess how rapid growth in aging global populations of older adults requires new
approaches to their care.



Appraise the impact of growing anti-immigrant sentiment in many nations today
on older adults.



Confront the complexity of this important social process for elder care.
13
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Tuesday, March 10
2:30 p.m.…...Break
3:00 p.m.…...Session #6 — in the Cultural Arts Center
Introduction: M. Kent Mayfield, M.Div., M.A., M.R.E., Ph.D.
Old, Out and Proud – The Legacy of LGBTQ Aging
Moderator:
Serena Worthington, M.A.
Director, National Field Initiatives Services & Advocacy
for LGBT Elders (SAGE), New York
(1.5 CEH)

Panelists:
Jacqueline Boyd, B.A., B.S., C.G.C.M.
Loree Cook-Daniels, M.A., M.S.
Director, Policy and Program Director, FORGE, Milwaukee
Britta Larson, M.A.
Senior Services Director, Center on Halsted, Chicago
Paul Masterson, M.A. (German), M.A. (History)
Columnist and Commentator, The Shepherd Express, Milwaukee
Tony Snell Rodriguez
Equal Rights Commission, City of Milwaukee
The end of life presents unique considerations for LGBTQ+ people, including family
structure, life experience, disclosure and visibility of identity and preference. It is
informed by the historic experience of people who occupy positions outside the mainstream of the surrounding socio-economic and cultural environment. This presentation
will explore some of these dimensions as aspects of the growing and increasingly visible
aging cohort in the community. It draws on the personal stories and assessments of
presenters whose life experiences are varied, deep and broadly representative of the
LBGTQ+ community. It will focus on the community’s strength and resilience as it
suggests best practices in providing care and ways to integrate LBGTQ+ concerns
into person-centered care and connect with local and national resources.
At the close of this session, the participant will be able to:


Understand the history of LGBTQ+ experience in the United States.



Describe the intersections of complex family and personal identities with
access, needs and barriers to service.



Identify best practices for care engagement with LGBTQ+ older adults.



Discuss the unique challenges of planning and care at the end-of-life with
families of choice and families of origin.
14
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Tuesday, March 10
4:30 p.m...…. Speakeasy – Creativity and Conversations in the Museum Gallery
An opportunity for casual, creative and engaging conversation with presenters and
attendees with light snacks and beverages.

5:00 p.m.…….Almost Home (Documentary Film)—in the LifeStreams Classroom (See p. 34)
7:00 p.m..…...Theater Event and Reception — in the Cultural Arts Center

The Waverly Gallery
Directed by Marti Gobel
From the moment Gladys Green opens her mouth
— which is the moment that the lights come up on
Kenneth Lonergan’s wonderful play “The Waverly
Gallery” — it’s clear that for this woman, idle
conversation isn’t a time killer. It is a lifeline.
An octogenarian New Yorker, former lawyer and
perpetual hostess for whom schmoozing and kibitzing have always been as essential as breathing,
Gladys operates on the principle that if she can
just continue to talk, she can surely power through the thickening fog of her old age. That
she has clearly already lost this battle makes her no less valiant.
The Gladys we meet in “The Waverly Gallery” — the title comes from the small rented
Greenwich Village space where she shows art of dubious distinction — is conducting what
might be called extreme improvisation. She’s bluffing, fabricating, groping for a direction
in what must often seem like a void.
Gladys always fills in the verbal gaps that confront her, even with words
that may not be the right ones but ones that nail the rhythms, the comedy
and the pathos of a woman who’s talking as fast as she can to keep her
place in an increasingly unfamiliar world.
“The Waverly Gallery” was inspired by the final years of Mr. Lonergan’s
own grandmother. Directed at Saint John’s by Marti Goble, it features
noted Milwaukee actor Flora Coker.

Director
Marti Gobel

Thank You to Saint John’s resident, Jill Heavenrich, for underwriting
this special performance in memory of her husband, Herbert S. Heavenrich.
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Wednesday, March 11
8:30 a.m. …...Morning Spiritual Practices — Choose One (See p. 11 for details)
Pathways to Stillness: Tai Chi – Gary Irwin-Kenyon, Ph.D. (in Taylor’s)
Storying Our Lives – Karen Skerrett, Ph.D. (in the Parlor)
Journaling as Artform – Nancy Hills, M.A. (in the LifeStreams Classroom)

10:00 a.m. …...Session #7 — in the Cultural Arts Center
Introduction: Arthur R. Derse, M.D., J.D., F.A.C.E.P., Julia and David Uihlein
Chair in Medical Humanities, Professor of Bioethics and Emergency Medicine,
Director, Center for Bioethics and Medical Humanities
Keynote: The Old Man Country: My Search for Meaning
Among the Elders
Thomas Cole, Ph.D.
McGovern Chair in Medical Humanities and Director of the
McGovern Center for Humanities and Ethics,
The University of Texas-Houston, Houston, Texas
(1.5 CEH)
In this presentation, I share my personal encounters with highly accomplished men in their 80s
and above that appear in the new book, Old Man Country: My Search for Meaning Among the
Elders. For six years, I crisscrossed the country to talk with men like Hugh Downs, Paul Volcker,
Ram Dass, Denton Cooley. As I talked with these men, four poignant challenges kept surfacing:
Am I Still a Man? Do I Still Matter? What is the Meaning of My Life? Am I Still Loved? When we
include women asking the first question, these are challenges we all face. And we all try to
answer them in our own way. The goal of the session is to encourage the audience to become
aware of and think about these questions in their own lives. After intimate readings from the
book, including difficult passages about my own aging, we will write about and discuss these
issues in small groups. Our aim is not to answer these questions but to explore them. And in
sharing our explorations, we each contribute to the growth of others.
At the close of this session, the participant will be able to:







Examine the experience and meaning of “deep” old age, especially among men.
Analyze and discuss the probing questions posed by Dr. Cole in his personal
encounters with accomplished older men.
Appreciate the role of narrative development in fostering resilience in later life.
Identify key themes present in the answers aging persons provide in facing the
challenges of aging.
Understand the generative power of preserving memories.
Explore storytelling as a personal and professional resource for healthy aging.

12:00 p.m. …..Lunch in the Museum Gallery
Please join us for lunch and table16discussions about today’s topic.
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Wenesday, March 11
1:00 p.m. …...Session #8 — in the Cultural Arts Center
Introduction: The Rev. Seth Dietrich, Rector, Christ Church Episcopal,
Whitefish Bay
Called to Care: How Modern Families Live the Honor
Commandment
Amy Ziettlow, M.Div.
Pastor, Holy Cross Lutheran Church, Decatur, Illinois
Author: Homeward Bound: Modern Families, Elder Care and Loss;
and Called to Care: Honoring Elders and the Family Care Journey
(1.5 CEH)
As a religious law, adage, and recipe for generational reciprocity, the "honor commandment"
looms large as a societal construct, especially with 76 million baby boomers in the United
States approaching old age. This session explores how the honor commandment persists as
a normative ethic in the lived practice of elder care and the ways that it is supported by, or
at odds with, secular legal imperatives of elder care.
Much in the way that the biblical story of Ruth provides a broad interpretation of how to live
the honor commandment, this interdisciplinary exploration is informed by contemporary
experiences of elder care culled from ethnographic interviews as well as by theological,
demographic and legal source material. We argue that the honor commandment continues
to support practical adherence to largely unknown legal obligations. Caring for aging and ill
parents can impose burdens on the caretakers that secular laws often fail to alleviate, particularly because of changes in the structure of twenty-first-century families. Family members
and friends who accept the call to care often do so in order to honor their loved one, but
they risk exhausting their finances as well as mental and physical health. Ziettlow suggests
potential reforms that could better facilitate honoring seriously ill elders and the grown
children who care for them.
At the close of this session, the participant will be able to:


Summarize marriage, divorce and remarriage trends in modern families that affect
the elder caregiving pool and shape family caregiving.



Understand that the “Honor Commandment” (honor your father and mother)
continues to motivate modern caregivers.



Analyze three categories of the care journey: the roller coaster, the deep end and
the marathon using interviews from Called to Care.



Know how the social safety net (paid sick leave, family leave benefits, social security
credits) can help meet the unique needs of caregivers on each care journey.



Update on the move towards a federal Family Medical Leave Act benefit and how
that might support family caregivers.



Describe how faith communities can support caregivers for the aging or seriously ill
adult.
17
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Wednesday, March 11
2:30 p.m.…...Break
3:00 p.m…....Session #9 — in the Cultural Arts Center
Introduction: Jana Troutman-Miller, Chaplain, Saint John’s On The Lake

Riding the Dragon: Preventing Secondary Stress and
Strengthening Your Inner Life in Challenging Times
Robert J. Wicks, Psy.D.
Author: Riding the Dragon: 10 Lessons for Inner Strength in
Challenging Times, Everyday Simplicity: An Everyday Guide to
Spiritual Growth, Perspective: The Calm Within the Storm,
Touching the Holy and Night Call: Embracing Compassion and Hope
in a Troubled World, Overcoming Secondary Stress in Medical and
Nursing Practice, The Resilient Clinician and Bounce: Living the Resilient Life
(1.5 CEH)
One of the greatest gifts we can share with others is a sense of our own peace. However, we
can’t share what we don’t have. By discussing psychological and classical spiritual approaches to maintaining perspective and inner strength in challenging times, Dr. Wicks, an expert
on the prevention of secondary stress (the pressures experienced in reaching out to others)
and author of Perspective: The Calm within the Storm; Bounce: Living the Resilient Life and
Riding the Dragon, offers insights into how we can live in peace and, in turn, extend our
warmth to others without losing our own inner fire in the process. Topics will include:
maintaining a healthy sense of perspective; avoiding dangers that lead to unnecessary stress;
developing your own self-care program; knowing the four “voices” we need in our circle of
friends to have balance and courage in life; improving self-awareness; facing inner darkness;
and developing a richer reflective practice. Practical, illustrative, lively, this rich presentation
will provide essential information on resilience, compassion and personal wellbeing.

At the close of this session, the participant will be able to:


Know the four types of friends necessary to have in one’s interpersonal support
network as a way to enhance personal/professional resiliency.



Appreciate the difference between chronic and acute secondary stress.



Describe a self-care protocol and some of the key elements of its content.



Define “mindfulness” in the context of aging and self-care.
18
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Wednesday, March 11
4:30 p.m...….. Speakeasy – Creativity and Conversations in the Museum Gallery
An opportunity for casual, creative and engaging conversation with presenters and
attendees with light snacks and beverages.

5:00 p.m..…...TimeSlips: Here and Now — in the Parlor
As our bodies and minds change with age; frailty and memory loss threaten to separate us. TimeSlips, a creative
storytelling program created by Anne Basting, Ph.D., professor of theater at the University of Wisconsin—
Milwaukee and a MacArthur Fellow, offers hope by showing how creativity and imagination can reconnect us.
Brad Lichtenstein, noted filmmaker, and Tracy Wahl, former executive producer of NPR's Morning Edition, are
developing a podcast / radio show based on Anne Basting's TimeSlips stories. They have recorded audio here at
Saint John's and elsewhere. Now, as part of the development process, they'd like to share some excerpts of their
work with you to get your feedback. They are early in their development process so your feedback can help
shape the podcast / radio show to come.

7:00 p.m. …...GenSilent Film Screening and Reception — in the Cultural Arts Center

GenSilent
The critically-acclaimed documentary
that reveals older LGBTQ people going
back into the closet because they are
afraid of the people caring for them.
Discussion with: Producers,
Joe Applebaum and Stu Maddux,
The Clowder Group, San Francisco,
California
Stu Maddux is an award winning producer and director of non-fiction media with international
credits including PBS, Showtime, TLC, VH1, Spike, Logo, CMT and BBC.
His work has been featured in The New York Times, The Atlantic, VICE and NPR’s Morning Edition
among others. His honors include seven regional Emmy Awards as well as awards from film festivals
on five continents.
Maddux is an outspoken activist for the LGBTQ aging and LGBTQ history movements. With Joseph
Applebaum, he is the director/producer of GenSilent. He has spoken at national conferences
including the Out & Equal, Creating Change, the American Psychological Association and the
American Society on Aging.
Joseph Applebaum is a television broadcast producer and documentary filmmaker with over 20
years of experience in the national entertainment industry covering most formats of the unscripted
genre. Past clients have included Buena Vista Entertainment (Disney), Merv Griffin Entertainment,
MTV, LOGO, BET, FX, Lifetime, NBC, CBS and FOX networks.
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Thursday, March 12
8:30 a.m..…...Morning Spiritual Practices — Choose One (See p. 11 for details)
Pathways to Stillness: Tai Chi – Gary Irwin-Kenyon, Ph.D. (in Taylor’s)
Storying Our Lives – Karen Skerrett, Ph.D. (in the Parlor)
Journaling as Artform – Nancy Hills, M.A. (in the LifeStreams Classroom)

10:00 a.m..…...Session #10 — in the Cultural Arts Center
Introduction: Brad Lichtenstein, President, 371 Productions, Milwaukee

All the Lonely People
First-look screening with
discussion by
director Stu Maddux and
producer Joseph Applebaum
(2.0 CEH)

Everyone gets lonely and feels isolated at various times in life. It’s perfectly natural and for
most of us it passes. But for some of us from all walks of life it persists, and can have serious
debilitating effects both psychological and physical. It can even be deadly. Chronic loneliness
and isolation is now a growing worldwide epidemic. Loneliness is a feeling now as frequent
as happiness for millions of us around the world from every walk of life.
“All The Lonely People” is the first deep-dive documentary into a bad feeling that's getting
worse for millions of us. It probes not only the causes of the problem but what is being done
to fight it and the solutions taking root.
A handful of people from various walks of life and different life stages offer the cameras
intimate access to their struggle to overcome crippling loneliness and isolation with the help
of innovative new programs and practices that if used in enough places, may make millions
of us feel like we belong again. Each person is pulled out of isolation by a different innovative
solution.
At the close of this session, the participant will be able to:
 Understand why loneliness is an issue that requires intervention on a community and
personal level.
 Know actionable steps to reduce loneliness and isolation among the people whom
attendees serve.
 Have knowledge of programs around the world that can be emulated in their communities.
 Know their own level of loneliness20and how to assess loneliness in others.
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Thursday, March 12
12:00 p.m. …..Lunch in the Museum Gallery
Please join us for lunch and table discussions about today’s topic.

1:00 p.m. …...Session #11 — in the Cultural Arts Center
Introduction: Ed de St. Aubin, Ph.D., Associate Professor, Psychology, Marquette
University, Milwaukee
Redemption and Acceptance: Two Stories that Promote
Clear-Eyed (and Healthy) Aging in America Today
Dan McAdams, Ph.D.
Henry Wade Rogers Professor of Psychology
Professor, Human Development and Social Policy
Northwestern University, Evanston, Illinois
Author: The Redemptive Self: Stories Americans Live By
(Oxford University Press, 2006)
(2.0 CEH)
People create meaning in their lives through stories. Internalized self-narratives – what psychologists call narrative identities – connect the remembered past with the imagined future,
providing our lives with some degree of unity, purpose and coherence. In modern societies
with long life expectancies, how do late-midlife and older adults make narrative sense of life?
Research in lifespan developmental psychology suggests that aging adults may find fulfillment and meaning in two sharply different narrative forms, both of which are shaped by
gender, class and race/ethnicity. In stories of redemption, a gifted and deeply principled
protagonist overcomes adversity and transforms suffering into positive outcomes. In stories
of acceptance, a humble and graceful protagonist learns that life cannot be fully controlled
and that suffering must be managed rather than redeemed. Whereas stories of commitment
provide psychological support for generativity in adulthood, stories of acceptance may
support wisdom, intimacy and ego integrity. The two story-forms compete with each other
as cultural master narratives, each presenting a template for aging well and living a good life
in America today.
At the close of this session, the participant will be able to:


Acquire a template for healthy aging expressed in narrative identities.
 Appreciate the latest research trends in lifespan psychology on late-life
development of the self.
 Analyze the roles of stories of commitment and stories of acceptance by which aging
adults create meaning and significance
in life.
21
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Thursday, March 12
2:30 p.m. …...Break
3:00 p.m. …...Session #12 — in the Cultural Arts Center
Introduction: Katherine Wilson, Executive Director, Zeidler Group and
Center for Public Discussion, Milwaukee
The Art of Community
Charles H. Vogl, M.Div.
Lecturer, Yale Law School, Yale Law Project
Author, The Art of Community – Seven Principles for Belonging;
and Storytelling for Leadership
(1.5 CEH)
Strong communities help people support one another, avoid
loneliness and isolation, share their passions and achieve big goals.
But what defines a community and how is community changing in America?
Strong cultures, too, help people support one another, build networks of common
acquaintance, share their passions and achieve big goals. And such communities aren’t
just happy accidents – they can be purposefully cultivated, whether they’re in a company,
a faith institution, or among friends and enthusiasts.
But what makes a “belonging culture” in times of social, sexual, political, spiritual and
generational change?
Charles Vogl will discuss these questions and introduce fundamental ideas from his book,
The Art of Community. He will lay out the inner workings of successful communities,
drawing on real-life examples from both online and in-person groups.
With wisdom distilled from 3,000 years of spiritual tradition, Vogl shows how anyone
can build loyalty, strengthen identity, create meaning and inspire powerful connections
in critical relationships to produce the kind of change that impacts generations.
At the close of this session, the participant will be able to:





Understand the meaning of community and a “belonging culture” in a rapidly
changing social structure.
Learn how loyalty, strengthened collective identity and shared purpose provide
foundations for strong cultures.
Describe how individuals can create powerful, change-oriented connections
in personal relationships.
Examine how dimensions of historic tradition, common practice and life’s
trajectory generate the wisdom of the elderly in modern community.
22
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Thursday, March 12
4:30 p.m...…...Speakeasy – Creativity and Conversations in the Museum Gallery
An opportunity for casual, creative and engaging conversation with presenters and
attendees with light snacks and beverages.

5:00 p.m.…....Penelope (Documentary Film) — in the LifeStreams Classroom (See p. 34)
7:00 p.m.…....Concert and Reception — in the Cultural Arts Center

The Greater Galilee Baptist Church Choir
From one of the oldest
African American churches
in Milwaukee, the Greater
Galilee Baptist Church
Choir carries forward the
intensity and spiritual
power of the gospel music
tradition. Jubilant and soulsatisfying, the music of the
Black Church continues to
lift the spirit and call forth
both compassion and
courage in changing times.

Rosalie Waranius Vass: Light Layers: Watercolors
Born and raised in Dundee in the heart of Wisconsin’s Kettle Moraine area, Rosalie Waranius Vass has exhibited her work nationally
and internationally for six decades. Deriving her inspiration from her
home region’s small towns, woods, glaciated hills and lakes, and her
extensive travels, she paints scenes that are at once place-specific and ubiquitous.
While her paintings draw deeply from her imagination, Vass feels that “making a painting is like solving a
mystery. I never know what will evolve when I put brush to paper.” This approach ties in with her practice
of not making sketches or taking notes on a particular scene, “it’s all in my head,” she says. This reliance on
memory stems from her belief that “our minds hold experiences and ideas that remain buried until quiet
concentration and openness allows this information to rush out.” Consequently, Vass’s paintings can seem
both new and familiar simultaneously.
A member of the National Watercolor Society for thirty years, Vass has developed a unique watercolor
technique whereupon she layers the delicate translucent paint, creating an opaque surface that shimmers
and glows. Her richly detailed compositions evoke a longing for close-knit communities of yesteryear with
a beguiling simplicity of style that updates American folk art traditions.
23
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Featured Speakers
Ronald J. Angel, Ph.D. is a Professor, Department of Sociology, University of Texas at Austin Author:
Family, Intergenerational Solidarity, and Post-Traditional Society Latinos in an Aging World: Social, Psychological and Economic Perspectives. He received his Ph.D. in Sociology from the University of Wisconsin–
Madison in 1981. His research interests focus on comparative social welfare, retirement and health care
systems. His work has been published in numerous books and journal articles. He has been involved in
the development, translation and administration of survey instruments for use in comparative studies.
He is currently involved in a study of the role of civil society organizations, both secular and faith-based,
in advocating for and providing services to very low-income elders in Mexico and other nations in Latin
America. (See p. 13 )

Jacqueline L. Angel, Ph.D. is Professor of Public Affairs and Sociology and a Faculty Affiliate at the
Population Research Center and LBJ School Center for Health and Social Policy at The University of Texas
at Austin. Her research examines health and retirement issues in the U.S., with a focus on older minorities,
immigration processes, the impact of social policy on the Hispanic population and Mexican-American
families. She is a Co-Investigator on the NIH/NIA, Hispanic Established Populations for the Epidemiologic
Study of the Elderly (H-EPESE), the first large-scale investigation of the longitudinal health of older Mexican
Americans in the Southwestern United States and Principal Investigator of the Conference Series on Aging
in the Americas: U.S. and Mexico. Dr. Angel is author/coauthor/co-editor of 80 journal articles, 30 book
chapters and 12 books. Some of her recent publications include: Family, Intergenerational Solidarity,
and Post-Traditional Society (2018); Latinos in an Aging World: Aging (2015), Health and Longevity in the
Mexican-origin Population (Springer Science) and Institutional Context of Family Eldercare in Mexico and
the United States (2016). At the LBJ School she teaches courses in aging, health and social policy. (See p. 13 )

Joseph Applebaum is a television broadcast producer and documentary filmmaker with over 20 years
of experience in the national entertainment industry covering most formats of the unscripted genre. Past
clients have included Buena Vista Entertainment (Disney), Merv Griffin Entertainment, Comedy Central,
MTV, LOGO, BET, FX, Lifetime, NBC, CBS and FOX networks. Applebaum is a graduate of the University of
Southern California School of Cinematic Arts and is a native of Mill Valley, California. He collaborates with
Stu Maddux on films.
Their work together: After giving up careers in Los Angeles, Applebaum and Maddux moved to San Francisco and began The Clowder Group. A small production company that successfully uses documentary film
to create social change. Their roster includes the groundbreaking documentary about older LGBT people
going back into the closet, “GenSilent,” which was screened at VCPEA's statewide conference in 2017.
(See p. 20)

Jaqueline Boyd, B.A., B.S., C.G.C.M. is President of The Care Plan in Chicago, Illinois. She brings
passion and expertise to the field of aging and LGBTQ+ advocacy. A dynamic speaker, facilitator and entrepreneur, Jacqueline is the owner of The Care Plan (www.the-care-plan.com). It is the country's first LGBTQ+
centered care management company. The Care Plan’s innovative model of client-directed care provides
advocacy, care navigation and advance planning for successful aging. As part of The Care Plan’s leadership,
Jacqueline has consulted with national and local organizations including SAGE, Howard Brown Health
Centers, AIDS Foundation Chicago and Affinity Community Services to enhance services offered to LGBTQ+
older adults. Jacqueline is a sought after speaker and author, having presented at the American Society
on Aging National Conference, Creating Change Conference, the Los Angeles County Older Adult Summit
and University of Chicago, among others. She recently contributed a chapter to Transgender and Gender
Nonconforming Health and Aging, available from Springer Publishing and authored the guide Create
Your Care Plan: An LGBT Person’s Guide To Preparing For Medical Procedures. (See p. 14)
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Featured Speakers
Elana Buch, Ph.D. is a medical and sociocultural anthropologist at the University of Iowa. As families,
communities and nations struggle to meet the needs of our rapidly aging population, Dr. Buch studies
how new forms of intimacy and care are entangled with social and health inequalities. Dr. Buch’s first book
Inequalities of Aging: Paradoxes of Independence in American Home Care (NYU Press, 2018) is an intimate
account of relationships between home care workers and older adults in Chicago. Based on two years of
in-depth research, Inequalities of Aging shows how the work that enables a growing number of older
adults to age independently also generates profound social inequalities. Dr. Buch was jointly trained
in Anthropology and Social Work at the University of Michigan. She was a National Institutes on Aging
training fellow and a Hartford Geriatric Social Work Predoctoral Fellow, as well as a UCLA Social Science
in Practice Postdoctoral Fellow. (See p. 8)

Thomas Cole, Ph.D. is a historian, author, professor of medical humanities, lay chaplain and humanistic
gerontologist. Dr. Cole has published numerous books and articles on the history of aging and humanistic
gerontology. His book The Journey of Life: A Cultural History of Aging in America (Cambridge University
Press, 1992) was nominated for a Pulitzer Prize. He is senior editor of What Does It Mean to Grow Old?
(Duke, 1986), the Handbook of Humanities and Aging (Springer, 1992; 2nd edition, 1999) and Voices
and Visions: Toward a Critical Gerontology. His current book is Old Man Country: My Search for Meaning
Among the Elders (Oxford University Press, December 2019), a book exploring the lives, ideas and identities
of contemporary male elders. (See p. 16 )
In 2001, Dr. Cole’s documentary, Still Life: The Humanity of Anatomy, was released. (See p. 34)

Loree Cook-Daniels, B.A., M.S. is FORGE’s Policy and Program Director and founder of the
Transgender Aging Network and Elder TG. She was among the experts who collaboratively developed
the elder-services training program for SAGE (Services & Advocacy for LGBT Elders). Since 2000, she has
helped design and co-facilitate FORGE’s multiple in-person and virtual support groups, research studies
and programs. She has been involved in advocacy, research, training and services for LGBTQ populations
since 1975 and is nationally known for her work on aging and transgender issues.
Her policies, program and training have focused on aging, elder abuse, domestic violence and sexual assault. She has published numerous book chapters, articles and online publications on these topics, and
currently blogs for the Huffington Post. She holds a B.A. in woman’s studies and history, an M.S. in conflict
management and a post-graduate certificate in trauma counseling. (See p. 14)

Mark Freeman, B.A., Ph.D. received his B.A. in Psychology from the State University of New York at
Binghamton (now Binghamton University) in 1977, his Ph.D. in the Committee on Human Development from
the University of Chicago in 1986, and is currently Distinguished Professor of Ethics and Society and Professor
of Psychology at the College of the Holy Cross. His writings include Rewriting the Self: History, Memory,
Narrative (Routledge, 1993), which received the Alpha Sigma Nu (Jesuit Honor Society) National Book Award
in 1994; Finding the Muse: A Sociopsychological Inquiry into the Conditions of Artistic Creativity (Cambridge,
1994), designated an Outstanding Academic Book by Choice magazine in 1995; Hindsight: The Promise and
Peril of Looking Backward (Oxford, 2010); The Priority of the Other: Thinking and Living Beyond the Self
(Oxford, 2014); and numerous articles and chapters on issues ranging from memory and personal identity to
the psychology of art and religion. Winner of the 2016 Distinguished Scholar Award at Holy Cross as well as the
2010 Theodore R. Sarbin Award in the Society for Theoretical and Philosophical Psychology, Professor Freeman
is also a Fellow in the American Psychological Association, has served as President of both the Society for
Theoretical and Philosophical Psychology and the Society for Qualitative Inquiry in Psychology, and currently
serves as Editor for the Oxford University Press series “Explorations in Narrative Psychology.” (See p. 9)
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Featured Speakers
Britta Larson, M.A. is the Senior Services Director at Center on Halsted, the Midwest's most
comprehensive community center dedicated to building and strengthening the Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual,
Transgender and Queer (LGBTQ) community. Britta is responsible for overseeing the older adult programs
at Center on Halsted which serves over 1,000 seniors annually. Additionally, she supervises the programs
and services that are provided to the residents of Town Hall apartments, Chicago’s first LGBTQ-friendly
senior housing.
Prior to Center on Halsted, Britta worked at a senior living community in the areas of social services and
marketing. She is a Licensed Nursing Home Administrator and holds a Masters degree in Nonprofit
Management from North Park University. (See p. 14 )

Stu Maddux is an award-winning producer and director of non-fiction media with international credits
including PBS, Showtime, TLC, VH1, Spike, Logo, CMT and the BBC. His work has been featured in The New
York Times, The Atlantic, VICE and NPR’s Morning Edition among others. His honors include seven regional
Emmy Awards, as well as awards from film festivals around the world. Maddux is an outspoken activist
for the LGBTQ aging and LGBTQ history movements. He has spoken at national conferences including the
American Psychological Association and the American Society on Aging. He is a graduate of the University
of Missouri School of Journalism and lives with his husband, Joe Applebaum, in San Francisco.
Their work together: After giving up careers in Los Angeles, Maddux and Applebaum moved to San Francisco
and began The Clowder Group. A small production company that successfully uses documentary film to create social change. Their roster includes the groundbreaking documentary about older LGBTQ people going
back into the closet, GenSilent, which was screened at VCPEA's statewide conference in 2017. (See p. 20 )

Paul Masterson, M.A. spent his formative years in Connecticut growing up in a traditional Irish
Catholic family. After graduating Marquette University with a Master’s Degree in German, he moved to
Germany where for the next two decades he worked for Lufthansa German Airlines and Air Zimbabwe
globetrotting as a flight attendant. Over the years he pursued another Masters Degree (in History) at UWM,
took up cultural studies in Nyiregyhaza, Hungary and culinary training in Bangkok, Thailand. Returning to
Milwaukee in the early 1990s, Masterson immediately began his long community engagement, volunteering as auction chairman for ARCW’s Make-A-Promise Dinner & Auction and later as the event’s co-chair,
as well as with the LGBT Community Center as an adult ally for its Project Q youth program. He has since
served on various boards of directors including Milwaukee Pride, GAMMA, and the Milwaukee Gay Arts
Center and team participant (SSBL, Monday Night Irregulars Bowling League, MGVA) and as communications director of the 2009 NAGAAAfest, Gay Softball World Series committee. (See p. 14 )

Dan P. McAdams, Ph.D. is the Henry Wade Rogers Professor of Psychology and Professor of
Human Development and Social Policy at Northwestern University, Evanston, Illinois. He was Chair of
the Psychology Department 2009-15. Author of nearly 300 scientific articles and chapters, numerous
edited volumes, and 7 books, Professor McAdams works in the areas of personality and lifespan
developmental psychology. His theoretical and empirical writings focus on concepts of self and identity
in contemporary American society and on themes of power, intimacy, redemption, and generativity
across the adult life course. He has pioneered research on the manifestation and development of life
stories, especially in midlife and older adults. (See p. 21)
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Featured Speakers
Margaret Morganroth Gullette, Ph.D., an internationally known cultural critic in age studies,
describes a wide array of ageisms in her most recent book, Ending Ageism or How Not to Shoot Old
People (Rutgers University Press, 2017). Ending Ageism won both the Modern Language Association Prize
for Independent Scholars and the American Psychological Association's Florence L. Denmark Award for
Contributions to Women and Aging (Gullette is the first non-psychologist to win the Award). She is the
author of other prize-winning books in age studies, Agewise and Declining to Decline. She invented
the name of the field, "age studies," in the early 1990s. Her essays are often cited as notable in Best
American Essays, most recently in 2018, 2016 and 2015. One essay won the Daniel Singer Millennium
Prize. Gullette publishes widely in the mainstream, feminist, and left press, as well as in literary/cultural
magazines, and academic journals and edited collections in many disciplines. Gullette is a Resident
Scholar at the Women’s Studies Research Center, Brandeis University. (See p. 7)

Rev. Dr. Otis Moss III, M.Div., D.Min. is senior pastor of Trinity United Church of Christ in
Chicago. He is a preacher, activist, author and filmmaker with an eye toward justice and equality,
as evidenced through the gospel of Jesus Christ. He founded the Unashamed Media Group, a justice
centered faith-based agency committed to producing and curating stories to inspire the heart and
challenge the mind. His most recent book is Blue Note Preaching in a Post-Soul World: Finding Hope
in an Age of Despair (2015). Dr. Moss is ordained in the Progressive National Baptist Convention and
the United Church of Christ. (See p. 12)

Tony Snell Rodriguez, an accomplished human rights advocate and community organizer, is the
vice chair of the City of Milwaukee Equal Rights Commission (ERC). Tony is a member of the City’s
Tobacco-Free Alliance and the Milwaukee LGBT Community Center board of directors and earlier served
as its interim executive director. He is the senior director for volunteer management with the Milwaukee
2020 Host Committee, the nonprofit civic organization responsible for organizing, hosting, and funding
the 2020 Democratic National Convention.
As a member of the ERC, Tony joined colleagues to craft the new ERC governing ordinance to extend
safeguards that protect gender identity, gender expression, HIV status, source of income, veterans and
more. As the Center’s interim executive director, he and his staff led a community coalition ensuring the
passage of Milwaukee’s ordinance banning conversion therapy.
In 1998, Tony was interviewed by the New York Times in a ground-breaking, front page story about LGBT
political organizing in the South. Demanding transgender inclusion, he was instrumental in the crafting
and passage of the City of Columbia (AL) Human Rights Ordinance – first in the state and groundbreaking
in the South. Tony has also served as a founding member of both the Equality Federation (a national
group of state LGBT organizations) and the F.B.I. Community Engagement Council. (See p. 14)

Scan this code to stay apprised of all things Symposium On Aging
— including information about future Symposiums On Aging.
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Featured Speakers
Charles Vogl, M.Div. is an award winning writer, speaker and executive adviser. He works with
leaders in tech, finance, media, government, and social good organizations to make the world safer and
more just. He draws from the realm of spiritual traditions to understand how individuals build loyalty,
strengthen identity, and live out shared values. These principles apply to both secular and spiritual
leadership.
His engagement includes international human rights advocacy, social change leadership and producing
internationally awarded nonfiction media. He studied business management and spiritual traditions at
Yale University. He is a regular guest lecturer at the Yale School of Management and Yale Leadership
Institute. His book The Art of Community (Berrett-Koehler 2016) won the Nautilus Silver Award in Business & Leadership. His newest book is Storytelling for Leadership (Apocryphile Press 2019). (See p. 22)

Robert J. Wicks, Psy.D. received his doctorate in psychology from Hahnemann Medical College and
Hospital and is Professor Emeritus, Loyola University Maryland. He has published more than 50 books
for professionals and the general public, including Night Call: Embracing Compassion and Hope in a
Troubled World (Oxford, 2018); Perspective: The Calm within the Storm (Oxford, 2014); Bounce: Living
the Resilient Life (Oxford, 2010); and Riding the Dragon (Sorin Books, 2003/2013). Dr. Wicks has lectured
on the importance of resilience, self-care and maintaining a healthy perspective in Hanoi, Beijing,
Port au Prince, Johannesburg, Phnom Penh, and Budapest as well as at the Mayo Clinic, Harvard’s
Children’s Hospital and Harvard Divinity School, Johns Hopkins School of Medicine, the U.S. Air Force
Academy, on Capitol Hill to Members of Congress and their Chiefs of Staff and most recently in Beirut
to persons living and working in Aleppo, Syria. He has also served on the faculty of Bryn Mawr College’s
Graduate School of Social Work and Social Research and received the Humanitarian of the Year Award
from the American Counseling Association’s Division on Spirituality, Ethics and Values. In 2006, was
recipient of the first annual Alumni Award for Excellence in Professional Psychology from Widener
University. (See p. 18)

Serena Worthington, M.A. is the Director of National Field Initiatives at Services & Advocacy for
LGBT Elders (SAGE), where she oversees the SAGE affiliate network, facilitates policy advocacy on LGBT
aging issues and strategically enhances the capacity of partner organizations across the country to work
effectively on behalf of LGBT older people.
As a leader in aging services and advocacy, she frequently presents at national conferences, sharing her
passion and expertise on LGBT aging issues. She has been quoted in the BBC News Magazine, Business
Week, Health Care Finance News and Medill Reports. Serena serves on the Chicago Department of Public
Health’s LGBT Health Advisory Council and the Chicago Task Force on LGBT Aging. Prior to this, Serena
was the founding director of Chicago’s Center on Halsted, the Midwest’s largest LGBT community center.
Serena received her Master of Arts in Art Therapy from The School of The Art Institute of Chicago in 2002.
Her undergraduate degree is from Fairhaven College where she completed an interdisciplinary concentration in art and cross-cultural psychology. She is a certified activity director and a licensed professional
counselor. (See p. 14 )

Amy Ziettlow, M.Div. was ordained in the Evangelical Lutheran Church in America. She is currently
the pastor of Holy Cross Lutheran Church in Decatur, Illinois and serves as a Conference Dean for their
region. She is a former hospice chaplain and COO of The Hospice of Baton Rouge. Her writing has been
published in The Atlantic, Slate, Huffington Post and The Christian Century. As an Affiliate Scholar with
the Institute for American Values, she led a three-year study on Generation X caregiving and grief,
culminating in the publication of several co-authored articles and of the book Homeward Bound: Modern
Families, Elder Care and Loss (with Naomi Cahn). In 2019, she partnered with the Center for Public Justice
to research and publish, Called to Care: Honoring Elders and the Family Care Journey. (See p. 17)
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Introducers
Anne Basting, Ph.D. focuses her teaching and creative research on storytelling, community-engaged performance and sustainable social change. With a Ph.D. in Theatre Arts from the University of Minnesota, Basting is
both a creative artist and scholar. She is the author of three books, including Forget Memory: Creating Better Lives
for People with Dementia (2009, Johns Hopkins UP), and dozens of articles and essays in a wide range of books and
journals. Her 2016 book, The Penelope Project (co-edited with Maureen Towey and Ellie Nocun), tells the story of a
two-year odyssey to transform elder care through art-making. Basting is the recipient of a MacArthur Fellowship, a
Rockefeller Fellowship, a Brookdale National Fellowship and numerous major grants for her scholarly and creative
endeavors. She speaks internationally on the integration of the arts into health and social services. Her creative
work includes TimeSlips Creative Storytelling, The Penelope Project, the Islands of Milwaukee, The Crossings and
Slightly Bigger Women, which she co-wrote and directed in 2015. Basting founded and continues to facilitate the Creative Trust, an
alliance to foster life-long learning through the arts. She is currently coordinating the Student Artist in Residence Program, which trains
PSOA students to use their artistic skills to foster social change in a variety of settings. She is author/editor of multiple books, including
the Penelope Project (U of Iowa), Forget Memory (Johns Hopkins) and the forthcoming Creative Care (Harper One). (See p. 7)

Arthur R. Derse, M.D., J.D., F.A.C.E.P. is the Director of the Center for Bioethics and Medical Humanities in
the Institute for Health & Equity, Julia and David Uihlein Chair in Medical Humanities, and Professor of Bioethics and
Emergency Medicine at the Medical College of Wisconsin.
Dr. Derse is a past president of the American Society for Bioethics and Humanities (ASBH) and former chair of the
National Ethics Committee of the Veterans Health Administration. He served as Senior Consultant for Academic
Affairs at the American Medical Association’s Institute for Ethics and as a member of the American Bar Association’s
Commission on Law and Aging.
His educational activities include oversight of the MCW's medical ethics curriculum and direction of graduate school
courses encompassing law and bioethics, and ethics consultation. He co-directs MCW’s Bioethics Scholarly Pathway.
He directed the school's former second-year required Medical Ethics and Palliative Medicine course for 15 years.
His publications and research have focused on emergency medicine and ethics, law and bioethics, informed consent, end-of-life
decision making, confidentiality and the doctor-patient relationship. He is co-author of the Code of Ethics of the American College
of Emergency Physicians, and Practical Ethics for Students, Interns and Residents: A Short Reference Manual, 4th Edition. He is also
co-author of the Education on Palliative and End of Life Care (EPEC) Curriculum, as well as the EPEC curriculum designed for emergency
physicians (EPEC-EM) and serves as a member of their advisory boards and national faculty. (See p.16)

The Rev. Seth Dietrich graduated magna cum laude from Wheaton College, Illinois and Virginia Theological
Seminary where he was given the Harris Award for academic excellence and leadership ability. In 2007, he became
the Associate Rector of Christ Church Episcopal in Whitefish Bay, Wisconsin. When the Rector retired in 2009,
Fr. Dietrich assumed the role and has been leading the parish ever since.
One of the marks of his tenure has been to strengthen the focus on outreach to the larger community. Early in his
tenure, he pioneered a partnership with All People’s Church, a predominantly African-American Lutheran Church
in the city of Milwaukee. Most recently he helped facilitate the creation of the Beloved Community Team within
the parish, a group focused on racial reconciliation and justice. This group has hosted large-scale events for the
community on issues such as the history of housing discrimination and the psychological effects of racism.
Increasingly, Fr. Dietrich has become interested in the intersection of social action and contemplative prayer and how internal transformation fuels social change. He is an Associate of a contemplative order of monks and nuns in the Episcopal Church called the Order
of Julian of Norwich. He is also currently training to be a spiritual director through the Shalem Institute for Spiritual Formation in
Washington, D.C. and is a member of Saint John’s On The Lake Board of Directors. (See p. 17)
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Introducers
Laura Gutierrez, M.A. is the Executive Director of the United Community Center in Milwaukee (UCC). UCC
is a large non-profit on the south side of Milwaukee serving clients ages 6 weeks to 100+ years old in programs
from Early Childhood Education to elder day care. The UCC also oversees one of the largest K-8 schools in the
state, the Bruce Guadalupe Community School. Laura returns to the Center after many years here previously in
a variety of roles including Assistant Principal and Director of Instruction at Bruce Guadalupe Community
School, as well as classroom teacher and a Drug Prevention Outreach worker when she was just a teen at
UCC’s New Beginnings Clinic.
She grew up in Milwaukee and graduated with a Bachelor of Science degree from Carroll College and a Master
of Arts in Leadership and Policy from Marquette University. She also completed the District Administrator Licensure Program at
Cardinal Stritch University and received her Superintendent license in 2016.
Before working for the State of Wisconsin, Laura most recently served as Vice President of Academic Affairs at St. Anthony School in
Milwaukee. Previously, Laura served as an elementary and middle school instructor in various capacities and also worked as a clinical
and microbiology laboratory assistant at Waukesha Memorial Hospital. (See p. 13)

Tom Hlavacek retired in 2017 from his role as Executive Director of the Alzheimer’s Association of Southeastern
Wisconsin, and a 35 year career in nonprofit programs and leadership. During his tenure with the Association he
convened and chaired the Alzheimer’s Challenging Behaviors Task Force, which produced two reports, Handcuffed
and We All Hold the Keys. The reports led to proposed State legislation and the development of Wisconsin's first
Alzheimer's State Plan. Tom presented invited testimony to the U. S. Senate Special Committee on Aging on a key
Task Force focus, the misuse of psychotropic medications in Alzheimer's disease treatment.
Tom's previous work included directing the Milwaukee Office of Disability Rights Wisconsin, the statewide protection
and advocacy system for people with disabilities, and serving as the Advocacy Director at United Cerebral Palsy of
Southeastern Wisconsin.
Tom is a past recipient of the Joseph P. Kennedy, Jr. Foundation Public Policy Fellowship and served in Washington, D.C. as a Disability
Fellow in the United State Senate. He holds a Master of Science degree in Rehabilitation Counseling from the University of Wisconsin –
Milwaukee. (See p. 8)

Brad Lichtenstein is an award-winning filmmaker & president of 371 Productions. He has won two Alfred I.
duPont-Columbia University Awards: one for the recent Al Jazeera America series “Hard Earned” (produced by
Kartemquin Films) and another for his 2001 film “Ghosts of Attica” (produced with Lumiere Productions). Founded
in 1942, the duPont-Columbia Awards uphold the highest standards in journalism by honoring winners annually,
informing the public about those journalists' contributions and supporting journalism education and innovation.
“Almost Home,” a feature-length documentary that follows the daily lives of residents and staff at Saint John's On
The Lake, a retirement community in Milwaukee, was produced in 2006. His first virtual reality film, “Across the
Line,” about accessing abortion amid hostile protests, premiered at Sundance in 2016. His 2012 movie “As Goes
Janesville”(PBS/Independent Lens) was nominated for a News & Doc Emmy. “Penelope,” his film about a nursing
home that performs the Odyssey from Penelope’s point of view, aired on PBS in 2015.
He is the executive producer of “Precious Lives,” a radio/podcast and print series about young people & gun violence. 371’s tech projects include BizVizz, a corporate accountability app available for iPhones. 371 is in development on “American Reckoning,” a feature
doc about unsolved civil rights era murders. “There are Jews Here,” a feature doc about disappearing Jewish communities premiered
in July 2016. “When Claude Got Shot,” a feature doc about race and gun violence in America, is in production. Brad is the founder of
docUWM, a documentary program at the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee. (See p. 20)

Jana Troutman-Miller, M.A., BCC is the chaplain for Saint John’s On The Lake. She has served for 18 years as a
professional health care chaplain working in the areas of child, adolescent and adult mental health and addictions,
acute care and long-term care. Jana earned her certificate in Spiritual Direction from The Haden Institute in 2018, is
an Episcopal priest in the Diocese of Milwaukee, is a board certified chaplain with the Association of Professional
Chaplains where she sits on the board of directors and is the chair of the Commission on Certification for the
organization. She holds a Master of Arts degree in counseling ministry from Lincoln Christian Seminary. (See p. 18)
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Introducers
M. Kent Mayfield, M.Div., M.A., M.R.E., Ph.D. trained as an educator and theologian. Mayfield’s career
has been in ministry and higher education, both baccalaureate and post-graduate adult, particularly in diverse,
multicultural settings in the US and abroad. In the early 1990s, Mayfield served as bioethicist for Wisconsin’s first
integrated-care network for elders, Elder Care of Wisconsin, collaborating with Respecting Choices and Honoring
Choices – Wisconsin, to bring early attention to advance care planning especially in rural Southwestern Wisconsin.
At the First Unitarian Society of Madison (WI), where he was Executive Minister prior to his retirement in 2000,
Mayfield focused attention on the development of CONNECTIONS, a congregation-wide intergenerational spiritual
development program intentionally engaging old and older participants.
At Saint John’s On The Lake, he has taken a leadership role in hosting a week-long Symposium On Aging – now in its 4th year.
In 2018, Saint John’s announced the creation of an Institute On Aging “to create lasting solutions to the negative consequences of
poverty, discrimination and chronic health conditions among older adults in the wider Milwaukee community” (education/training,
community outreach, advocacy) for which he chairs the planning and implementation team. Early foci of the Institute are on community-based caregiver support and cross-sector efforts to address social isolation and loneliness, as well as participation in a national
university/long-term care research assessment of best practices in spiritual care for the elderly. (See p. 14)

Ed de St. Aubin, Ph.D. is an Associate Professor of Psychology at Marquette University, Milwaukee. He has
been at Marquette since 1999. Marquette’s Jesuit mission, urban setting and high expectations for both quality
teaching and productive scholarship are all congruent with his own values and goals. Further, the chance to work
with both undergraduate and Ph.D. students makes this an ideal context for his career development. Some of his
off-campus work focuses on crime prevention and desistance as well as post-prison reintegration. He is currently
Board President of Self-Help, the Board Vice President of Project Return and has given over 80 presentations to
inmates in Wisconsin prisons.
Trained broadly in Life Span Human Development, Dr. de St. Aubin has several intellectual interests. The one thread
that weaves through most of his scholarship concerns the meaning-making process as this evolves over time and as it is manifested in
specific contexts. His specific areas of focus have been Gender and Sexuality, Generativity, Trauma and Meaning–Making, Intersectional
Identity, Personal Ideology and Narrative as an aspect of identity and as a research method.
His other interests include psychobiography, integrating quantitative and qualitative research, family dynamics and the embeddedness
of human lives. (See p. 21)

The Rev. Louis E. Sibley III, Th.D. comes from a family of preachers. His grandfather, uncle and brother have
all served as pastors and at the age of 18 years, he was called to the ministry.
He attended Bishop College, Dallas, Texas, where he majored in religion and philosophy with graduate studies
in Pastoral Care and Counseling at Boston University, Boston. At Andover Newton Theological School, Newton,
Massachusetts, his post graduate degree was in Psychology and Clinical Studies.
In 1986, he was called to Milwaukee to become Senior Pastor of the Mount Zion Missionary Baptist Church. Under
his leadership, the church established a day care and food pantry. He was the impetus for the church addition
which includes two hundred seats in the sanctuary and twenty classrooms for Christian Education. The church also
provides housing for seniors and low-income individuals with the purchase of the Atlas Apartments, Mt. Zion Calvin
Courtyard and several duplexes in the neighborhood.
His community involvement includes the Milwaukee County Community Services Board, as well as three terms as President of
Milwaukee Inner-city Churches Allied for Hope (MICAH). He has served as President of the Wisconsin General Baptist State Convention
and is currently First Vice President under the leadership of Rev. Robert Wilson. He is a twenty-year plus member of the Late Night
Fellowship, which provides annual scholarships to young people. Nationally he is involved with the People for the American Way
and the National Teachers Education Association as a Community Leader Representative. (See p. 12)

Katherine Wilson, Ph.D. earned her Ph.D. from the University of Wisconsin–Milwaukee with research in
genocide studies, peace, and reconciliation. She has conducted independent research in international criminal law,
genocide and human rights in Cambodia, East Timor, Poland, China, Indonesia, Vietnam, Brazil, and Rwanda.
Her work and research in radical community building have led her to over 40 countries to support small and large
groups through speaking engagements, trainings and workshops, conflict mediation and facilitation. From 20132020, Katherine served as Executive Director of the Zeidler Group, a facilitation organization whose mission is
to foster civil dialogue and invite trust in the midst of differences. As director, she trained 500+ professional
facilitators and developed over 50 programs serving thousands each year. In 2020, she founded Santiago Global,
an international consulting agency that serves groups through facilitation and speaking services, and peace-making
efforts in post-atrocity zones. (See p. 22)
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Spiritual Practice Presenters
Pathways to Stillness: Tai Chi – Gary Irwin-Kenyon, Ph.D.
Dr. Gary Irwin-Kenyon is founding Chair of Gerontology at St. Thomas University in
Fredericton, New Brunswick, Canada. He is a long-time teacher and practitioner of
Tai Chi. Dr. Irwin-Kenyon conducts workshops and seminars in many parts of the world to
professionals and community groups. Dr. Irwin-Kenyon designed a seated program entitled
“Tai Chi as Narrative Care” which he shares with special groups, including dementia care
survivors.

Storying Our Lives – Karen Skerrett, Ph.D.
Dr. Karen Skerrett is a licensed clinical psychologist, Advanced Practice Registered Nurse,
author and consultant. Over the past 35 years, she has worked in a variety of settings
from academic to business to clinical. She specializes in strength-based approaches to
change with a research focus on processes of relational resilience and the development
of healing narratives across the lifespan. For the past 15 years, she has run “The Story
Project,” which collects and analyzes individual and couple stories. Holding an M.A. &
Ph.D. in Human Development and Psychology from the University of Chicago, she has
led numerous life writing groups modeled after the Guided Life Review and has led
“What’s Your Story” groups in business and health care settings for over 20 years.

Journaling as Artform – Nancy Hills, M.A.
Nancy is an Episcopal deacon, graphic designer and artist who has been doodling,
drawing, coloring and lettering her way through journals for over 20 years. She is
newly retired from her graphic design position with the City of Milwaukee, and is a
deacon at Christ Church in Whitefish Bay. She and her husband Julian live on the
westernmost edge of Milwaukee’s East Side with their two cats, Sophia and
Samantha, and only slightly fewer books than the local library.

Look for some of Nancy’s creations on
this year’s Symposium bookmarks.
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After the Lectures
When the lectures are finished for the day, there is more to come!
Please join us as we continue to share:
Speakeasy (Museum Gallery)
Each evening after the lectures have concluded, spend a casual cocktail hour
discussing the day’s events with each other and with our speakers. A cash bar
will be available, as well as light snacks and other beverages.
Dining (The Bistro or Taylor’s Fine Dining Restaurant)
Have dinner in one of our two dining options. The Bistro, located just around
the corner from the Cultural Arts Center, offers casual fare in a warm,
comfortable space. Taylor’s, overlooking Lake Michigan, features a wide array
of fine dining options.
If you plan to dine at Taylor’s, please make a reservation at the main desk
in the South Tower lobby.
Evening Events in the Cultural Arts Center


Monday, Jazz Cabaret Concert (details on p. 10)



Tuesday, The Waverly Gallery Play (details on p. 15)



Wednesday, GenSilent Film Screening and Reception (details on p. 19)



Thursday, The Greater Galilee Baptist Church Choir Concert and Reception
(details on p. 23)
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Documentary Films
Penelope

Still Life: The Humanity of Anatomy
By Thomas Cole, Ph.D.

What happens when a nursing home decides to throw out the bingo
boards and take on the Odyssey instead? Penelope tells the story of
how residents, some with severe dementia or wheelchair bound,
collaborate with playwright Anne Basting and Sojourn Theater to
create Finding Penelope, a play reinterpreting Homer’s Odyssey to
tell it from Penelope’s point-of-view. As we learned, some heroes
stay at home!

Each year, 16,000 medical students in the United States dissect
cadavers as part of their introduction to medicine. Their emotional reactions to the experience are intense, sometimes traumatic,
and may shape the way they will relate to their future patients.
This unusual documentary probes the imaginative "shadow
traffic" between the living and the dead. Crafted from interviews
with 'gross anatomy' students, medical faculty, and a man who
plans to donate his body to the medical school, it explores the
unstated but powerful relationship between medical student
dissectors and the cadavers which make it possible for them to
learn about the human body.

The film is a beautiful exploration of how the residents, actors and
students collaborated, from reading the Odyssey together to learning Greek and eventually putting on a professional play featuring
scenes all over the nursing home and audience of over 400
moving through the space. Whether you want to be entertained,
you work with older adults, you are an artist or you are looking for
your own adventure — you’ll love Penelope. (60 minutes)

Students share the fear, guilt, gratitude, and awe they feel
during their dissection experience, while donor Bob Harvey talks
about the life experiences that have influenced the way he feels
about being a body donor, and offers wry advice to the medical
students. Dr. Thomas Cole, the film's creator and a professor of
medical humanities, discusses the empathy and compassion that
can grow from the experience of dissection, while scenes from
the movie, People Will Talk (starring Cary Grant as a professor
of anatomy) offer an engaging historical perspective on public
and professional attitudes. Still Life concludes with moving
scenes from the medical students' annual voyage to scatter
the ashes of unclaimed cadavers into the Gulf of Mexico.
(27 minutes)

SHOP FOR MORE RESOURCES

Since opening Boswell Books on Milwaukee’s East Side
in 2009, Daniel Goldin has made quite the mark on
Milwaukee. Today, Boswell Book Company is one of
America’s great independent bookstores, selling new,
second-hand, and bargain books, special orders, greeting
cards, journals and gifts. Goldin’s signature book readings
are a regular destination for readers of every intellectual
bent, political persuasion and spiritual intent. The shelves
are fully stocked; the ambience is welcoming and
the staff highly knowledgeable.

Almost Home
Almost Home is a feature-length documentary that follows the
daily lives of residents and staff at Saint John’s On The Lake, a
retirement community in Milwaukee, Wisconsin. Through a
memorable cast of characters, candid interviews and true-life
drama, Almost Home presents real stories of aging—frightening,
tender, funny, surprising and honest.
The film offers an inside look at the lives of residents, their families and those who care for them as each adjusts to the challenges
of growing older. Filmmakers Brad Lichtenstein and Lisa Gildehaus
introduce couples bonded and divided by disability, children torn
between caring for their dependent parents and their own
families, nursing assistants doing difficult work for near-poverty
wages and visionary nursing home administrator John George,
who is committed to reinventing its 150-year-old medical model
of care (think hospital) with a social one (think home). His goal
is to transform the way people see nursing homes—not as
institutions of boredom and despair but as vibrant communities
where residents live rich and fulfilling lives.

The Bookstore at Siena features a variety of resources for
contemporary spirituality, social and environmental justice,
grief and aging, Christian mystics and prayer, Eastern spiritualties and Buddhism, spiritual direction, Centering Prayer,
along with a wide variety of books and daily reflections
for the Lenten season. It also offers CDs including
Native American flute music, relaxing instrumentals
for meditation or massage, and popular artists such as
Peter Mayer and Sara Thomsen, handmade
and fair-trade items, and assorted cards.

In a time when the topic of aging is often dismissed or ignored,
Almost Home bravely challenges stereotypes and assumptions
about seniors to reveal a truthful and thought-provoking portrait
of life in a retirement community. (90 minutes)
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Saint John’s Town Center

LifeStreams
Classroom

Cultural Arts
Center (CAC)

Taylor’s

Registration
Area

Chapel

Parlor

Enter at 1800 North Prospect Avenue, Milwaukee 414-272-2022
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Thank You to Our Sponsors, Partners and Donors
We couldn’t do it without you!






Suzy & John Brennan
Linda Buchsbaum
Sandy & John Dawson
Rebecca Elon






Jill Heavenrich
Kent Mayfield & Jack Ford
Miriam Reading & Richard Miller
Patricia & Mark Ruttum






Bobbie & John Schmitt
Mary Meade Ullman
Contributors to Annual Campaign
Contributors at Registration

We are grateful for your generous 36support of the 2020 Symposium.

